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Abstract. The purpose of the research is to classify the sub-strategy of positive
politeness by moderator to pro and contra speakers using Brown & Levinson’s
theory. This paper studied about what is the directive sub-speech acts used by
the moderator in guiding debate programs and what is the sub-strategy of posi-
tive politeness used by the moderator in guiding debate. This study is qualitative
research. The primary data are words, phrases, sentences, and clauses that contain
a sub-strategy of positive politeness. The data sources are all utterances in debate
Rosi talk showepisode student demonstration andAdeArmando persecution.Data
collection techniques were carried out using a free-to-talk method and FGD. The
sampling technique used purposive sampling. Triangulation is used triangulation
of data (source) and informants. Data analysis used a pragmatic equivalent method
to the politeness theory of [1]. The interactive method adopted from [2] is used to
conclude. The results showed 13 sub-strategy of positive politeness in Rosi talk
show in segments 1–16 with 6 sub-strategy being done to contra speakers and 7
sub-strategy being done by pro speakers. In conclusion, there are 6 directive acts
used by the moderator to show the intensity of using a sub-strategy of positive
politeness which tends to be pro with directive act asking. The intensity of atten-
tion is more focused on contra speakers. Thus, the moderator sided with the contra
speakers in the forum. The factor is moderator wants to get more information from
pro speakers so that politeness is not maintained.

Keywords: Positive Politeness · Directive Act · Pro Contra Speakers ·
Moderator Talk Show

1 Introduction

The talk show is a conversation that conveys the latest information by a resource person
who is guided by a presenter with a question and answer system either face-to-face or
by telephone. Talk show is often realized in the form of debates. Debate activities are
carried out to find a solution to a problem. So that the debate activity involves more than
two resource persons with a moderator as a guide [3].

Rosi talk show is a new program that has skyrocketed in popularity because of the
political theme and style of presentation that is packaged in a normative and investigative
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manner. Rosi talk show program is broadcast every Thursday from 20.00 WIB to 21.30
WIB on Kompas TV. The researcher downloaded the video debating talk show through
YouTube. Rosi talk show presents Indonesian politics which raises various problems
with arguments both for and against the government.

Many previous studies related to talk show were realized in the analysis of nega-
tive politeness strategies between genders [4–8]. They have seen inter-gender polite-
ness strategies limited to negative politeness analysis. The comparison used is a polite-
ness scale. Other researchers analyze both positive and negative [9–11]. All studies
have looked for politeness strategies in overall interaction. However, this research is
considered too broad and not focused on one sub-strategy.

Furthermore, research on host politeness strategies in the directive act with data
sources from talk show [3, 12–14]. They see politeness and impoliteness in the mod-
erator’s. However, this research has not looked at the moderator’s strategy which tends
to use one of the politeness and impoliteness strategies in guiding the event to speakers
with different views.

Thus, the current research has a gap in positive politeness strategies by moderators
to the pros and cons of participants. In addition, the diversity of resource persons’ back-
grounds in the Rosi talk show made researchers interested in finding the moderator’s
tendency toward pro and contra participants. This study is important and interesting,
because of the new theme, new research topic with a directive act that realizes posi-
tive politeness, and moderator tendency of politeness strategy toward pro and contra
participants.

Pro and contra participant are based on their political backgrounds. This means, the
pro is the participant who agrees with government policy. Then, contra means people
who disagree with government policy. Pro participants are IS and HN, while the contra
participants are RG and JF. Those categories made the researcher interested in analyzing
moderator tendency of positive politeness used in pro and contra participants.

This study uses a pragmatic approach to politeness strategies theory by Brown &
Levinson [1] in propose four politeness strategies, namely bald on record, positive,
negative, and off record. Regarding positive politeness strategies, Brown & Levinson
[1] classified 15 politeness strategies namely: showing likes, desires, and Mt needs,
showing attention, approval, and sympathy, focusing hearer attention on events or facts,
using group identity markers, getting an agreement, avoiding disagreement, small talk,
and presuppositions, making jokes, showing understanding, making offers or promises,
showing optimism, involving speaker and hearer in activities, asking questions or asking
reasons, expressing a reciprocal relationship, and giving gifts. This paper studied about
what is the directive sub-speech acts used by the moderator in guiding debate programs
and what is the sub-strategy of positive politeness used by the moderator in guiding
debate.

2 Methods

Research design is descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative research deals with the
interpretation of the language used in the talk show program debate dialogues and does
not use hypotheses as is done in quantitative research. However, this study attempts to
explain the language phenomena that occur by using words, charts, and tables.
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Descriptive research is research that is carried out solely based on existing facts or
empirical phenomena, to produce language descriptions [15]. This approach was used
because the data obtained were in the form of debate dialogues which could not be
analyzed statistically. Thus, this study examines and analyzes data based on facts in the
dialogue on the Rosi talk show debate.

Moleong [16] also explains that qualitative research is rooted in a natural setting as
a whole, relying on humans as research tools. Qualitative methods use inductive data
analysis, are descriptive, emphasize the process rather than the results, limit the study to
focus, and have a set of criteria to check the validity of the data [16].

Research locations can be in the form of geographic, demographic, and media loca-
tions [15]. Lincoln and Guba in Santoso [15] added that the research location is a bound-
ary determined by the focus or object of research. Geographically, the research location
is related to the administrative location of a region. While the research location is demo-
graphically related to society [15]. Furthermore, the research location on the media is
related to the means of communication. So it can be concluded that the location of this
research is YouTube media with Rosi talk show KompasTV’s Ts [17].

Spradley in Santoso [15] argues that several elements are the subject of study in
the research location. These elements are place, participant, and event. These three
elements are also included in this study. Talk show that is downloaded through the
YouTube platform is perceived as a place element in the research. Moderators and
speakers became research participants. Meanwhile, all utterances that contain elements
of positive politeness strategies and their context are perceived as events in the study
[15].

2.1 Data and Data Sources Data

Research materials, research objects, or realities that are the focus of research. Language
research objects are always in the form of linguistic units, while other realities outside
the language surrounding the research object are called contexts [15]. Regarding data,
there are two kinds of data, namely primary data and secondary data ([18, 19], and [16]).
The primary data in this study are words, phrases, sentences, and clauses that contain
positive politeness strategies.

The main data sources for qualitative research are words, actions, and the rest are
additional data such as documents, articles, and others [16]. The data sources of this
research are all the utterances in the debate Rosi talk show in KompasTV episodes of
student demos and the persecution of Ade Armando.

2.2 Data Collection Techniques

In qualitative research, data collection is carried out in natural settings which are divided
into four types of data collection techniques, namely observation, interviews, documen-
tation, and triangulation [19]. By following the type and form of research, the technique
used in this study is observation with the method of listening and noting. The data col-
lection technique was carried out using the free-of-charge listening method to transcribe
data from audio intowritten text and FGDs to equalize perceptions about themoderator’s
politeness tendencies.
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2.3 Sampling Techniques

The sample selection as a data source uses the purposive sampling technique. This
technique is used to limit the theme of the data to be collected, in this context the
extension of the presidential term and the postponement of the 2024 election on the Rosi
talk show 0n KompasTV.

2.4 Data Validation

Followed by data validation, this research used the triangulation technique. There are
four kinds of triangulation, namely data triangulation (source), researcher triangulation,
methodological triangulation, and theoretical triangulation [20]. The triangulation used
in this research is data triangulation (source) and informants. Data triangulation is done
by collecting similar data from several different data sources. Then validated the data
to the informants to avoid the wrong meaning of the researchers to the research results.
FGDs are used to conclude data that are difficult for researchers to give meaning to
themselves.

2.5 Data Analysis Techniques Data

Analysis techniques in qualitative research are directed to answer the problem formula-
tion that has been formulated [19]. Data analysis is the process of arranging the sequence
of data, and organizing it into a pattern, category, and basic unit of description [16].

Data analysis in this study used a pragmatic equivalent method to Brown & Levin-
son theory [9] to analyze data in the form of positive politeness strategies used by the
moderator to the pros and cons of the Rosi talk show KompasTV and its context.

Furthermore, the interactive method adopted from Miles & Huberman [21] to con-
clude this study. The next stage is to analyze the data based on the context by the
formulation of the problem. The stages of data analysis in this study are as shown in
Fig. 1.

The data collection method is the stage of selecting data and categorizing it into the
correct domain [15]. In this study, data collectionwas carried out by selecting Tswith the
theme of the debate over the extension of the presidential term and the postponement of
the election. The technique used to transcribe the data is the free-talk-involved listening
technique. Then proceed with conducting FGDs concluded related to the discussion.

Fig. 1. Interactive Analysis Model Miles & Huberman
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2.6 Research Procedure

The procedure of this research starts from downloading a videoRosi talk show consisting
of 2 episodes. Then, the researcher transcribed the audio. In the next stage, the researchers
coded the data with inductive data coding techniques by giving a label or meaning to
the data from the audio talk show transcription. After the data is labeled, the next step is
data analysis using the interactive model of Miles & Hubberman [21]. Then, the data is
displayed by combining all the aspects studied and then tabulated according to the type
and function of directive act, positive politeness, and pro and contra participants.

3 Findings and Discussion

The results of the positive politeness strategy in the Rosi talk show in the KompasTV
2022 debate program are in the form of descriptions and classifications of forms and
the use of positive politeness sub-strategies by the moderator. The results of this study
also analyze the types and functions of speech acts Searle [22] used by moderators in
representing positive politeness strategies [1] in talk show debates.

The initial process of this researchwas to transcribe the audio of the Rosi talk show in
the KompasTV program with the theme of student demonstrations and Ade Armando’s
persecution to demand the discourse circulating about extending the presidential term
and postponing election 2024whichwas downloaded onYouTube. The next stage is data
classification based on analytical theory. Then, the data is coded to make data marking
easier. Furthermore, the data is presented in form of sentence descriptions, tables, and
charts. Further explanation of the results of the analysis is as follows.

Table 1 shows that the directive act of asking questions dominates in representing
positive politeness strategies in moderator Rosi’s talk show with a total of 69% from
16 segments. This means that the moderator dictates more to the informants to give
definite answers to the questions posed. The directive acts asking are often used for
resource persons who are pro with the discourse of extending the presidential term of
office. The moderator wanted to know the reasons and the percentage of approval from
several parties regarding the discourse. However, in analyzing the data, the authors found

Table 1. Directive Speech Act of Moderator’s Rosi talk show

SA Sub SA Frequency %

Directive Says D16, D17, D18, D20 9

Proposes D15, D23 4

Asks D3, D5, D7, D8, D13, D19, D21, D22, D24, D26, D27, D28,
D29, D30

30

Requests D1, D4, D6, D9, D10, D12, D25, D27, D31 20

Recommends D11, D14 4

Commands D2 2
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Table 2. Moderator Positive Politeness Strategy

Sub Strategy Positive Politeness Frequency %

Contra Focusing Attention D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 13

Paying Attention to Desires Mt D7, D8, D9 7

Seeking Approval D10, D11 4

Expressing
Understanding

D12, D13 4

Making Jokes D14 2

Asking Questions D15 2

Pro Using Identity Markers D16, D17, D18, D19 9

Showing Disagreement D20, D21, D22 7

Expressing
Understanding

D23 2

Showing Optimism D24 2

Giving Questions D25, D26, D27, D28, D29 11

Expressing Reciprocal
Relations

D30 2

Including Mt in Activities D31 2

speech acts data that were expressive of accusing and blaming that were used to represent
positive politeness strategies with pro-discourse speakers.

Table 2 illustrates that RS tends to use positive politeness strategies with a sub-
strategy focusing on resource persons who are against the discourse of extending the
presidential term of office. On the other hand, the Moderator 5 times used a positive
politeness sub-strategy asking questions to pro speakers with the circulating discourse.
Detailed descriptions of Table 1 and Table 2 can be seen as follows.

3.1 Data on Politeness Strategy for Contra Resource Persons

3.1.1 Focusing MT Attention on Events or Facts

A positive politeness strategy for moderator Rosi talk show downloaded through the
YouTube platform shows that the RS uses a strategy positive to disconnect hearer
attention from the focus of the problem. The data showing this strategy are as follows.

Figure 2 shows that RG and IS have discussed topics that slightly deviate from the
main topic of the talk show. So that RS as a moderator diverts the topic of a discussion
politely by saying indirect sentences. This data is taken from segment 7 of the debate
betweenRG and IS regarding the prohibition of demonstrations. As amediator, RS asked
RG and IS to return to the main topic (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3 shows that the use of the SA directive asks RG as hearer to return to dis-
cussing topics related to the sub-themes in that segment, namely student demonstrations
which are very possible to open the G20 forum. RS said the sentence directly to focus
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Fig. 2. Data 1

Fig. 3. Data 4

RG’s attention. RS did it to guide the event normatively since returning to the modera-
tor’s function as a mediator and guide must be able to bring the resource person to follow
the predetermined path.

In segment 14, HN expressed an opinion that contradicted the discourse on extend-
ing the presidential term and postponing the 2024 election. Another data with positive
politeness strategies using the directive act asking and asking for definite answers by
the moderator was found in segment 14 (see Fig. 4). RS openly focuses MT attention
on accusations. This is done to focus hearer attention on his opinion.
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Fig. 4. Data 5

Fig. 5. Data 7

3.1.2 Paying Attention to Hearer Wishes

Moderator also brought up a positive politeness strategy to pay attention to hearer wishes
whichwere realizedwith the directive act asking speakerswhowere against the discourse
of extending the presidential term and postponing the election.

Figure 5 shows that RS confirmed the important points of RG as a political observer
who was against the discourse of this extension that would be conveyed to listeners. This
positive politeness strategy is intended to pay attention to hearer desire to have a turn so
that the RS as the moderator refuses HH or other resource persons to wait their turn.

The data occurred in segment 12 (see Fig. 6) with the subtheme demo is reasonable
to do. However, RG said that that’s not the point. So that the RS as a moderator uses a
positive politeness strategy by paying attention to RG’s desire to convey another opinion
from IS. RS uses the directive act to ask questions to interrupt the debate between RG
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Fig. 6. Data 8

Fig. 7. Data 10

and IS, and to produce an RG response with another explanation. And then also directly
use a positive politeness strategy with the directive act asking HN as a resource person
whose status is the same as RG.
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Fig. 8. Data 11

Fig. 9. Data 12

3.1.3 Seeking Agreement with General Topics

Figure 7 shows that the RS uses the directive act to ask for HN’s approval to clarify
opinions. So the question ‘is that so, Hassan?’ was spoken to clarify whether the opinion
was approved or not by HN.

Figure 8 contains elements of positive politeness strategies by resource persons
which are realized in the form of directives act by recommendation. RS as the moderator
recommended Bung Jaz’s opinion as a pro politician with the postponement of the
election and the addition of the President’s term of office. RS asked for RG’s approval
by recommending another opinion so that RG could start again with a different opinion.

3.1.4 Expressing Understanding of Hearer

The data in Fig. 9 is obtained from segment 1 of the start of the talk show. RG inter-
rupted the moderator’s opening by calling himself a friend of the person RS was talking
about. RS then responds with the directive act asking RG to stop taking turns talking.
The sentence that was not immediately pronounced was ‘then Bung Jazilul Fawaid’,
indicating to hearer that the moderator asked him to stop interrupting. However, the RS
also responded directly to RG with the sentence ‘yes fellow lecturers at UI’.

Data 13 is in segment 6 with the subtheme ‘the government has signaled a ceasefire’.
Directive act asking questions is realized with the sentence yes/no questions. This is
used to express RS’s understanding of HN’s opinion (see Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Data 13

Fig. 11. Data 14

3.1.5 Making Jokes

We can see in Fig. 11, RSwas joking by using a sentence asking ‘what you are discussing
is adding awife, ah, look for another analogy’. Thismeans that theRSdirectly asks hearer
to replace the analogy that is exemplified. Thus the RS’s positive politeness strategy is
realized in the direct directive act.

3.1.6 Expressing Understanding of MT

Figure 12 shows the positive politeness strategy of the RS as a moderator with a direct
directive act. The RS asked questions about RG’s previous response about Pak Jokowi’s
preparations before the demonstration took place. Thus, RG reasoned that it was just a
bribe. So RG has an opinion about Pak Jokowi’s preparations.

3.2 Politeness Strategy Data to Pro

3.2.1 Using Group Identity Markers (Greeting Form)

Data in Fig. 13 is obtained from segment 1 of the opening by themoderator in introducing
the resource person to the listener. From the data above, the RS uses a positive politeness
strategy by showing its closeness to one of the female politicians, namely IS with the
greeting ‘Sis’. Following by the use of the greeting word ‘Bung’ for politician JF. The
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Fig. 12. Data 15

Fig. 13. Data 16

word ‘bung’ is a marker of group identity used in the context of politics and sports. With
JF’s background as the DeputyMPR of the PKB practice, the greeting ‘bung’ is the most
appropriate greeting to use in realizing a positive politeness strategy.

Then, greeting ‘Sister’ towards IS shows the emotional closeness between the two.
Actually, should have used the term Ibu to IS, but because of the closeness of the two of
them, ‘Sis’ represents their closeness.
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Fig. 14. Data 18

Fig. 15. Data 20

Figure 14 shows that RS uses the greeting ‘Cak’ to refer to Muhaimin and ‘Pak’ to
Erlanggga. The difference between the two can be seen from the identity marker for the
‘Cak’ group, which is a greeting for an East Java figure whose incidentally Muhaimin
is an NU activist in PKB. Then, the greeting ‘sir’ to Erlangga’s name because he is a
Javanese who lives in Jakarta and has served as a Minister. So the appropriate greeting
is ‘sir’.

3.2.2 Disappointment Indirectly, Pseudo, Limitation of Opinion

Figure 15 shows a positive politeness strategy by showing the moderator/RS disagrees
with the opinion of pro-speakerswith the extension of the presidential termand postpone-
ment of the election. The indirect directive act is used to realize this positive politeness
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Fig. 16. Data 22

strategy. The sentence ‘even though the book is not closed’ proves that the RS does not
agree if JF says this case is final.

Figure 16 was taken from segment 16 with the sub-theme of what kind of speech
was responsible for the April 11 demo. RS expressed his disapproval of IS, which was
pro-promoting the discourse on extending the presidential term by saying ‘But this is a
serious discourse, Sis Irma?’ and supported RG’s statement with the words ‘It means
Bung Rocky is right, people have a basis for not believing ‘. The directive act is conveyed
indirectly by mentioning other opinions to cover up disagreements.

3.2.3 Expressing Understanding of the Wishes of Hearer

Data in Fig. 17 is found in segment 3 with the sub-theme of an important message from
the student demonstration on April 11th. The data is taken by starting with IS as a pro
discourse. RS as the moderator used a positive politeness strategy to understand hearer
wishes by concluding by asking the question ‘So according to Kak Irma there shouldn’t
be a demonstration yesterday?’. This shows that the moderator understands what the
speakers are saying.

3.2.4 Showing Optimism

Data in Fig. 18 represents direct directive act data the data shows the questions and
reasons because the RS indirectly expresses its disapproval in terms of circulating dis-
course. RS accused PKB of being the ‘trigger’ for the beta by RS to JF. RS uses positive
politeness strategies to show JF’s optimism toward his views. The sentence ‘postponing
the election and increasing the term of the President is a valid aspiration of the people?’
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Fig. 17. Data 23

Fig. 18. Data 14

was answered optimistically by JF that it is ‘valid’. Thus, this strategy succeeded in
growing hearer optimism and made the RS understand the situation.

3.2.5 Asking Questions and Asking for Reasons

Figure 19 shows a positive politeness strategy with directive act asking and asking
for reasons as well as expressive act accusing JF of supporting the extension of the
presidential term. RS asked JF’s reasons to validate every public aspiration regarding
the discourse on extending the presidential term. The RS question seemed to corner JF
as a pro with the discourse that postponing the election would trigger an additional 3
presidential terms.
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Fig. 19. Data 27

Fig. 20. Data 29

Figure 20 represents a positive politeness strategy with the directive SA asking ‘what
is the responsibility of correcting?’ for a logical reason. This question cornered JF so
that RS did not get a maximum response.
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Fig. 21. Data 30

Fig. 22. Data 31

3.2.6 Stating the Reciprocal Relationship

Figure 21 shows a reciprocal relationship between RS and JF who both understand the
context of the conversation and understand each other. So that the directive act directly
asks a yes/no question.

3.2.7 Involving Hearer

This data in Fig. 22 is taken from segment 2, which is the beginning of the interaction.
RS started the conversation by selecting and involving IS in interactive activities on the
first turn. This positive politeness strategy with the directive act asking is used to express
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respect to people who are considered close to the moderator to start their opinion on this
debate.

4 Conclusion

Based on the results of data analysis, the moderator did not use all of politeness strate-
gies offered by Brown & Levinson. However, the moderator uses a politeness strategy
with some sub-strategy. Positive politeness strategy is used to respond contra speakers,
moderator uses sub-strategy to focus, pay attention to hearer wishes, seek approval,
express understanding, make jokes, and ask questions with 15 data from 31 total data.
Then, pro-speakers, the moderator uses the following sub-strategy; using group identity
markers, showing disagreement, expressing understanding, showing optimism, asking
questions, stating a reciprocal relationship, and including hearer in activities with 16
data from 31 total data.

Based on the results of the data analysis, the positive politeness strategy is one of
the ways that the moderator uses to maintain the positive face so as not to threaten the
hearer. face. This needs to be used to maintain the relationship between speaker and the
hearer so that the debate goes well. There are 13 positive politeness substrates found that
used by the moderator, with distribution of 6 to contra-speakers, and 7 to pro-speakers.

The conclusion is that directive act with 6 sub-Speech Act is used by moderator
to show the intensity of using positive politeness sub-strategy tends to be pro with the
directive acts asking. However, the intensity of attention is more focused on contra
speakers. Thus, moderator in debate context sided with one of speakers, namely contra
speakers. This is not in accordance with the rules of normative talk show. In conclusion,
the moderator has disobeyed and violated the norms of moderator art.
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to validate the data and verify the analytical methods. Brown & Levinson theory was used to
investigate and supervised the finding of this work. The finding of this research is useful to
formulate the sub-strategy of positive politeness. Then, the implementations of Searle theory
about speech act contribute to the types of directive sub category. All authors provided critical
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